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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Drawing  on  institutional  theory,  we  examine  how  institutions  have  influenced  technology  development
trends  in  the  U.S.  since  the  mid-19th  century.  Based  on an  inductive  analysis  of  the  history  of technology
development  and  corporate  R&D,  we  show  that  both  formal  and  informal  institutional  rules  and  con-
straints  played  a role  in the  initial  rise  of  markets  for technology,  their  decline  during  the  early-20th
century,  and  their eventual  return  at the  end  of  the  20th  century.  We  also  find  that  formal  and  informal
institutions  influenced  the  widespread  adoption  of  in-house  R&D  labs  during  the  mid-20th  century.  Our
study  integrates  insights  from  both  the  economics  and  sociology  branches  of  institutional  theory.  This
perspective  is particularly  useful  to analyze  historical  phenomenon  and  shifts  in trends  across  long  time
periods.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The reliance on contractual modes of technology acquisition
and development grew rapidly in the U.S. in the late-20th cen-
tury. Howells (1999) and Chesbrough (2001) suggest that this is
something of a return to the norm for technology development
that existed throughout the late-19th and early-20th centuries,
before the advent of the in-house R&D lab. During much of that
period, a market for technology flourished wherein firms obtained
patents from individual inventors, independent labs and universi-
ties (Lamoreaux and Sokoloff, 1997, 1999). However, the market
declined in the 1920s, and in-house R&D became the dominant
mode of technology development for much of the 20th century.

A new market for technology emerged in the late-20th century
(Arora et al., 2001). Licensing revenue in the U.S. increased from $3
billion in 1980 to $110 billion in 2000 (Rigby and Zook, 2002). Firms
also began to experiment with collaborative forms of organization
dedicated to technology development. The number of new tech-
nology development partnerships formed annually surged from
fewer than 10 per year in the 1960s to approximately 500 in 1989
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(Hagedoorn, 2002). While there were several fluctuations over the
ensuing decades, the trend continued, reaching a peak of 750 new
partnerships in 2004 (Schilling, 2009).

Despite the rapid growth in the reliance on contractual modes of
technology development and acquisition, in-house R&D continues
to play an important role for many firms. Funding of internal R&D
has continued to grow in the early 21st century (Grueber and Studt,
2009). However, it does appear that a more balanced approach to
technology development has emerged, wherein external sources of
technology are complementary to, rather than a substitute for, the
in-house lab (Arora and Gambardella, 1990).

These shifts bring to light several questions. What factors gave
rise to the initial market for technology in the 19th century? Why
did the market for technology decline in the early-20th century,
only to re-emerge at the end of the century? Why  did the in-
house R&D model become so dominant during the middle of the
20th century? Was  it merely “a temporary episode within a larger
Smithian process of the division of labor,” as Langlois (2003),  (p.
251) suggests? What gave rise to the relatively new collaborative
organizational forms dedicated to technology development in the
late-20th century? Why  has the licensing of technology grown so
rapidly since the 1980s?

To examine these questions, we  adopt a pan-disciplinary view
of institutional theory that draws on economics and sociology.
We suggest that this approach is appropriate given the longitu-
dinal nature of the questions that we are examining. As North
(1990) notes, institutional theory is a particularly powerful lens for
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examining economic phenomenon both at a moment in time and
over time. This feature is particularly valuable, as technology devel-
opment practices in the U.S. have changed twice over the period
examined in this study. It is important to recognize that the current
period is not likely to be the determinative end-point in the evo-
lution of these trends either; they are apt to change again at some
time in the future. Thus, any theory employed needs to be able to
account for the possibility of change and how change comes about.
Recent work by scholars of institutionalism has focused on further
developing the theory of change (e.g., Hargrave and Van de Ven,
2006).

Institutional scholars have long acknowledged that the insti-
tutional setting can influence the organizational options available
to decision makers (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1985, 1998; Nee,
1992). While institutional theory concepts have been relied on to
explain societal and national trends, Ingram and Clay (2000) sug-
gest that such concepts can be extended to investigate industry and
firm-level trends as well. Thus, the institutional framework devel-
oped by North (1990) and formalized by Williamson (1998, 2000),
which asserts that actors pursue their interests by making choices
within constraints, serves as the starting point for our analysis. We
extend the model by integrating North’s theory of informal norms
with research on the role of science in industry and on managerial
beliefs regarding internal control of innovation. Our objective is not
to test institutional theory per se, but rather to use institutional
theory to further our understanding of the major shifts that were
observed.

Our paper is organized as follows. We  start by briefly discussing
the literature that examines technology development and acqui-
sition. In particular, we review firm-level theories that have been
drawn upon to analyze project- and firm-level decisions. We  then
discuss the difficulties of relying on such theories alone to answer
the questions that we have posed in this study, and suggest that
institutional theory can further our understanding of the aggre-
gate trends observed. Then, we examine the history of technology
development in the U.S. since the mid-19th century by applying the
logic of institutional theory. We  divide our historical examination
into three eras and identify several formal institutions and informal
norms and beliefs in each era. Finally, we discuss the implications
of and conclusions from our analysis.

2. The technology development mode decision

As noted, the acquisition and development of technology via
contractual arrangements dramatically increased in the late-20th
century. Initially, scholars were puzzled by this trend, particularly
the formation of technology development joint ventures. Conven-
tional wisdom held that due to the inherent risk of spillovers
and the sensitive nature of technology development, firms would
simply exclude it from joint ventures (Hladik, 1985). Despite this
concern, a variety of managerial motives for relying on the mar-
ket for technology and contractual arrangements were uncovered
including the shortening of innovation cycle times, the shar-
ing of risk, and increased access to new markets (Powell, 1987;
Hagedoorn, 1993).3

As the trade of technology and the reliance on contractual
modes of technology acquisition and development continued
to grow, a large body of scholarly research studying this phe-
nomenon emerged. Much of this research draws on transaction
cost economics (TCE). In general, TCE suggests that conducting
activities internally is preferred over spot market contracts and

3 It is interesting to note that many of the same rationales for choosing between
in-house R&D and obtaining the services of an external partner were expressed
much earlier by Nelles (1958).

partnerships when transaction-specific investments are required
or when demand or technological uncertainty is high (Williamson,
1975). Building on these central tenets, Teece (1988) was among
the first to examine the reluctance of firms to rely on the market
for technology through the lens of TCE. Noting that transferring
information and technical specifications between firms is costly,
time-consuming and fraught with hazards, Teece (1988) suggests
that firms are likely to conduct technology development internally
when it is difficult to write a complete contract with a prospective
partner and enforce the agreed upon clauses.

Empirical work generally provides support for TCE-logic. For
example, Pisano (1990) found that firms are less likely to rely on
the market for technology when few suppliers are available, and
when intellectual property rights are relatively weak and difficult
to enforce. Robertson and Gatignon (1998) also found that firms
are more likely to conduct technology development in-house when
demand is relatively unpredictable, supplier performance is diffi-
cult to verify, and transaction-specific assets are required.

Another stream in the firm-based literature suggests that tech-
nological capabilities impact the choice between internal and
contractual modes of technology development (e.g., Kogut and
Zander, 1992; Argyres, 1996; Foss, 1996). In general, capabilities
are inherently complex, causally ambiguous and difficult to imi-
tate (Barney, 1991; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Connor and Prahalad,
1996). Firms are largely heterogeneous in terms of their tech-
nological capabilities as a result of past choices regarding which
technologies to develop. Thus, a firm’s technological capabilities
are likely to be inferior to those of potential suppliers who have
invested to a greater degree in a specific technology. According to
the logic of the capabilities perspective, it is often more efficient
for a firm to obtain the capabilities that it lacks from an external
source rather than to build them internally due to time compression
diseconomies (Dierickx and Cool, 1989). Conversely, when a firm
has invested in certain technological capabilities, it should prefer
to leverage them, especially if they are superior relative to those of
potential suppliers.

A parallel stream of the capabilities literature suggests that a
firm’s skills related to selecting attractive partners, negotiating and
enforcing contracts, and managing inter-firm relationships may
also impact the choice between internal and contractual modes
of technology development. Firms that frequently interact with
other firms gain experience learning how to structure and manage
inter-firm partnerships (Zollo et al., 2002; Sampson, 2005). Thus, as
firms develop “relational capabilities”, the probability of entering
into future contractual relationships is likely to increase (Dyer and
Singh, 1998).

A final firm-level perspective that has been relied on is the trust-
based view. According to this perspective, a firm is likely to enter
into new contractual relationships with firms that it has previously
interacted with (Chung et al., 2000). The rationale for this pref-
erence is that search and selection can be time-consuming and
costly, making previous interactions with a particular firm valu-
able. Familiarity can help to establish trust (Ring and Van de Ven,
1992), increasing the likelihood that a firm will form a new rela-
tionship with a trustworthy former partner rather than search more
broadly for a new partner.

Overall, firm-level perspectives have enhanced our understand-
ing of the choice between internal and contractual modes of
technology development at the project level for discrete transac-
tions. Yet, it is difficult to explain the two  distinct shifts in the
history of technology development in the U.S. that we  observe using
only firm-level theories. For example, according to TCE-logic, we
would expect to find considerable variation in the mode of tech-
nology development during any time period owing to the unique
characteristics of each transaction. However, during the middle
of the 20th century, internal technology development was the
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